Terminal Emulation Modernization
Why use Century Software?

- **We do the work** so you don’t have to:
  - Century provides the conversion engine to convert sets of screens for display
  - Century provides HTML and CSS for display of the converted data within our industrial browser
  - Any HTML layout tool can be used to customize any screen

- All conversion included in our standard product price
Why Use Century Software?

- Century does the conversion work upfront, leaving time for you to focus on other tasks that need to be done in a major transition roll out.

- Century works with you and your team on the desired graphical display and keyboard/scanning input mechanisms.

- Supports multiple device displays using the browser HTML/CSS layout.
Proof-of-Concept Demo

- Interested in a proof-of-concept demo?

- To do the work for a proof-of-concept, Century would need one of:
  - Online access to demo version of your application
  - A data capture, using our TinyTERM Plus for Windows TE product
  - An onsite visit
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In Summary:

- Let us show you what we can do

  - To move forward on a free Century proof-of-concept:
    - A data capture
    - An online demo
    - Or an onsite visit

  - Please contact sales: (801) 268-3088 option 2 for more detailed information